ABSTRACT Business processes represent a cornerstone to the operation of any enterprise. They are the operational means for such organizations to fulfill their goals. Nowadays, enterprises are able to gather massive amounts of event data. These are generated as business processes are executed and stored in transaction logs, databases, e-mail correspondences, free form text on (enterprise) social media, and so on. Taping into these data, enterprises would like to weave data analytic techniques into their decision making capabilities. In recent years, the IT industry has witnessed significant advancements in the domain of Big Data analytics. Unfortunately, the business process management (BPM) community has not kept up to speed with such developments and often rely merely on traditional modeling-based approaches. New ways of effectively exploiting such data are not sufficiently used. In this paper, we advocate that a good understanding of the business process and Big Data worlds can play an effective role in improving the efficiency and the quality of various data-intensive business operations using a wide spectrum of emerging Big Data systems. Moreover, we coin the term process footprint as a wider notion of process data than that is currently perceived in the BPM community. A roadmap towards taking business process data intensive operations to the next level is shaped in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is largely accepted that a Business Process (BP) is a set of coordinated activities that are executed so, that, specific business objectives are achieved. Examples of BPs are expense claim processing, customer order handling, and inpatient treatment billing. A Business Process Management System (BPMS) provides the necessary support for the design, enactment, and monitoring of BPs [1] . Over the years, BPMS had to cope with multiple technological advances like ubiquitous computing, cloud/edge computing, and Internetof-Things (IoT). A recent advance that is putting pressure on any BPMS is the large volume of unstructured data (e.g., text, image, and audio) that originate from different (sometimes unknown) sources (e.g., sensors, smart phones, and social media) that BPs might have to be aware of so, that, better decisions can be made. Known as Big Data, this advance is changing the way enterprises are operating by being able to handle such large volumes of data and extract insights in a timely manner [2] .
Usually, Big Data is understood as massive data stored in a distributed file system and Big Data processing hints to the MapReduce computational model [3] . Big Data systems can roughly be classified into: offline (batch) processing and online (stream) processing. For the former, based on the nature of data, other computational models than MapReduce can be applied. For instance, to process large graphs like social networks, the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) computational model is recommended in terms of speed and ease of producing results. For the latter, MapReduce cannot handle the limited time overhead to respond to data as they arrive. Thus, other computational models have to be used where data are processed on the spot and processing is split among different operators. We are witnessing the uptake of a new generation of Big Data systems like Spark, Flink, Storm, and Impala [4] . These systems provide technical solutions that can sustain the ability of drawing conclusions based on processing and analyzing all data [5] .
BPM-related practice and research have not fully caught up, yet, with the benefits that Big Data processing can provide. The focus of this article is to highlight the existing gap between BPM and Big Data technologies and to present various insights towards filling this gap. To better articulate the potential benefits, we show how Big Data processing can be woven into the different phases of a BP's lifecycle.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section II discusses process data generation. Section III discusses data intensive operations in BPM. Section IV provides an overview of Big Data processing systems. Section V discusses opportunities to connect the BP and big data worlds together. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. PROCESS (BIG) DATA GENERATION
To appreciate how BPM can benefit from Big Data processing, we start by describing the BP's lifecycle in terms of its main phases and the activities taking place in these phases ( Figure 1 ). For each phase, we discuss what type of data is generated and how big it can be. Furthermore, we briefly describe Big Data processing techniques that can fit into that phase which we elaborate more on in Section V. We argue that the degree to which an organization follows this lifecycle is directly proportional to an organizations process awareness.
• The (re)design phase focuses on BP models that capture an enterprise's know how when processing users' requests. All activities in the model are identified along with the control flow and data dependencies. This phase can use the insights and analysis results that were generated from the evaluation phase as its input. This phase is relevant when there is a sort of process awareness in the organization.
• The configuration/implementation phase typically transforms the conceptual BP model into a running application. A major task in this phase is the selection of the target execution platform. Also, the configuration of the individual tasks, either automated or manual tasks, takes place in this phase. For instance, configuration parameters must be set if a task is executed via an API/Service invocation. Or, if an activity is performed via SQL script against a database, the SQL statement as well as database connection string must be set. In a less or a non-process-aware organization, the result of this phase can be software applications that hard-code the process logic.
• In the enactment phase, BP models are put into production where BP instances are created in response to triggers like receiving users' requests. In this phase, process instances are being monitored, while running, by the management to see if any changes are needed. During this phase too, large amounts of data can be generated. Besides instance evolution events that are emitted by a BPMS, other data can be collected for future analysis. Such data can be IoT related like sensor tracking the temperature of a medical package in a shipment process, free-form text from interactions among process participants, or from interactions with end-customer in a CRM process, etc. Again, the degree of process-awareness and maturity contributes to the adoption of BPMS. This is called structured process execution. If, however, this is not the case, the process execution is unstructured.
• In the evaluation phase, several post execution analyses can take place. This ranges from event correlation and log preprocessing all the way to learning prediction models and suggestions of process improvements. This could lead to a new cycle where the BP model is enhanced. Usually, the main input artifact to this phase is an event log. However, as we discuss later in this section, this scope can be widened to include other data sources that can be collected either at enactment phase or by other data acquisition techniques [5] . BP models play a dominant role in the (re)design and configuration/implementation phases. They represent the blueprint (schema) for subsequent executable processes. Traditionally, the design phase is mainly concerned with modeling processes. These models mainly focus on arranging the control flow of the involved activities. In practice, even for large enterprises, the number of process models in their repositories would not exceed a few hundreds or thousands of models [6] . The disk footprint for such repositories would usually not exceed a few tens or hundreds of Megabytes in size. Therefore, Big Data processing systems might appear to not have the potential to play a significant role in the context of the design and configuration/implementation phases due to the limited data scale needs.
In the enactment phase, often, massive amounts of process data are generated. Traditionally, process data at runtime are just the events that describe the evolution of running cases, e.g., completion of a task within a case possibly with data items produced by that task. Considering this source alone, the generated data may not qualify as being big. However, if we consider the contextual data that co-occur with process evolution, then the data can be qualified as big (e.g., GBs, TBs, and PBs). Contextual data encompasses case evolution events, sensor data, social media interactions, customer interactions, etc. that are within the context of a running process instance. we coin the term Process Footprint to define process contextual data. A Process Footprint refers to a variety of process data. A Process Footprint can be at the level of individual instances or process models. A process instance footprint collects every data item that directly or indirectly relates to the instance. These are dark data whose relation to business processes is there but not studied. A Process Footprint may include, the process model (if any) used to run the case, event logs reflecting case evolution, database records that were affected by the case, emails exchanged as a form of interactions within the case, sensor data, customer interaction for feedback, intra-organizational interactions among process participants over enterprise social media, etc. A Process Footprint goes beyond process-enactment generated data. Figure 2 shows an example Process Footprint which contains process data on three levels: 1) Process model level, 2) Process execution level, and 3) Systems and people level. At the process model level, the main source of data is the process model itself. When this model is configured and then enacted, process instances are created as shown in the middle tier of process execution level. At this level, in case of structured execution, an execution engine handles the orchestration of invoking the different tasks and generating events, that will eventually comprise execution logs, that reflect the evolution of the process instance. Moreover, the engine will handle the invocation of lower level tasks. As shown for the ''Check claim'' task, as an automatic task, the service that checks the claim and store it to the database, thus data-wise, this results in creating a new record to the database of claims. The next task ''Assess claim'' is to be carried out by a human. There might be several communications taking place, e.g. in the form of email exchanges, between the case assessor and some other colleagues. The emails exchanged are considered as part of the process instance footprint. Eventually, the claim record is updated before the task is completed. The ''Decide'' is also a human task. It involves a meeting to decide about the case. But, for this specific instance, the meeting was rescheduled due to a participant being unavailable. This causes delays in completing the task. Without this data, one cannot explain the excess time taken to decide about the claim in that specific case. We argue that all these data items are process related because unless for the process instance being executed, the actions generating this data would not have occurred.
The ideal setting to enact a BP is to have a dedicated execution engine that guarantees that a process instance strictly follows a pre-defined BP model, as shown in Figure 2 . However, in many real-world scenarios, there is no such execution engine and the enactment phase becomes unstructured [7] . There are many reasons that the unstructured mode for enacting BP is commonly followed/exists. For example, many enterprises suffer from the lack of process awareness. In such organizations, the administration starting from toplevel management down to the operational level is not aware of the notion of a process. Each role has only a local view of what they are doing without an end-to-end view. In addition, in other enterprises the maturity of the organization has not reached that level where all or most of the processes are well known and well configured. It is often that there is no complete or up-to-date documentation of the BP models. Furthermore, in many scenarios, it could be the case that enactment of various tasks or activities of a single BP are supported and recorded in the log files of multiple IT-Systems where the flow among these systems is hard-coded within applications. This unstructured mode for BP execution makes tracking process data at enactment time infeasible and the task of collecting process data moves to the evaluation phase.
During the evaluation phase, insights on the data generated at the enactment phase form another type of process data. These insight data are the result of various data-intensive operations. The generated insights at this phase can be used as feedback to both the design and enactment phases. Moreover, the quality of the derived insights is directly proportional to the amount of Process Footprint we can bring and make available for analysis. In the case of structured process execution, large parts of process data can be correlated and retrieved as an identifier that can be passed from one level to a lower level. For instance, as shown in Figure 2 , with each newly enacted process instance, a process (case) identifier can be propagated by the execution engine to the invoked task. Such task can pass the identifier further down to its next level of execution etc. However, if the BP was enacted in an unstructured way, then an additional task needs to be done first. This additional task is required to integrate and correlate the scattered events and data of the executed BP. This task is not trivial and seldom fully automated. Assuming the availability of an enterprise data ''lake'', complicated data correlation operations need to take place in order to construct the Process Footprint.
Current efforts for data correlation are concerned just with constructing the event log [8]- [11] , which represents the process execution level data in Figure 2 . However, such data alone would not explain, for instance why the ''Decide'' task took longer in a specific case. The collection of a further level of data such as data on the systems level, require complicated analysis of data lakes and different forms of correlations to construct the footprint. Clearly, the amount of data to be analyzed and the number of different correlations and transformations to be applied on the data are beyond the capabilities of individual processing nodes and thus Big Data processing is needed.
III. DATA INTENSIVE OPERATIONS IN BUSINESS PROCESS ANALYTICS
As discussed in Section II, in case of a structured BP enactment, Process Footprint is updated continuously as new data are generated by process instances. Unfortunately, this is the exception rather than the norm. As such, this creates the need for several data intensive operations to construct the Process Footprint from scattered sources (event correlation) [9] , e.g., into the form of event logs. After this has been completed, several analytics are conducted over the collected log, process discovery, conformance checking, process improvement, performance analysis, extraction of simulation parameters, etc. [5] . Figure 3 illustrates a general classification of these operations. In this section, we provide an overview of various data-intensive process analytics operations [12] . Prior to doing so, we introduce some preliminaries regarding process models and event logs.
Event logs serve as the starting point for process mining and other types of business process analytics. An event log is a multiset of traces [13] . Each trace describes the life-cycle of a particular case (aka process instance) in terms of the activities executed. A trace is a finite sequence of events. Each event represents an evolution of the lifecycle of one of the activities of the process. For instance, when a task is started, an event is generated that conveys that this specific activity of that specific process instance has been started with a timestamp indicating the event time. When the activity VOLUME 6, 2018 completes, a respective event is generated. Process models are represented as sets of traces.
Definition 1 (Possible Traces):
A is the universe of activities, i.e., the set of all possible and relevant activities. Other activities cannot be observed (or are abstracted from). Elements of A may have attributes, e.g., costs, resource information, duration information, etc. A trace σ ∈ A * is a sequence of activities found in an event log or corresponding to a run of a particular process model. U = A * is the universe of all possible traces over A.
The simple definition abstracts from event and case attributes [5] . Events and cases can have any number of attributes. Events have timestamps such that they can be (partially) ordered in time. Next to the activity name and timestamp, typical examples of event attributes include resource, location, customer, type, and costs.
In a process model a specific trace σ ∈ U is either possible or not. Hence, a model can be characterized by its set of allowed traces.
Definition 2 (Process Model):
A process model M is a non-empty collection of traces, i.e., M ⊆ U and M = ∅.
A M = σ ∈M {a ∈ σ } is the set of activities possible in M . An event log is a multiset of sample traces from a known or unknown process. The same trace can appear multiple times in the log. Moreover, the event log contains only example behavior. Often only a few of the possible traces are observed [5] . For example, in case of concurrency, we cannot expect to see all interleavings. Also, note that a loop in a process model describes an infinite set of possible traces.
is an event log containing 10 traces, e.g., L( a, b, d, e, g ) = 5, so 5 cases followed the path a, b, d, e, g .
Defining event logs and process models as respectively multisets of observed behavior (L ∈ B(U)) and sets of modeled behavior (M ∈ P(U)) helps relate both. For example, process discovery can be viewed as the task to convert L ∈ B(U) into M ∈ P(U) where L only contains example behavior and may include outliers (i.e., behaviors one may want to abstract from). An observed trace σ ∈ L such that σ ∈ M can be seen as a deviation from the model.
A. EVENT CORRELATION
This operation is of utmost importance in the context of unstructured process enactment. Current efforts are oriented towards grouping events into cases [8] , [10] . With respect to collecting the Process Footprint, this represents a sub-task of constructing the event log. More challenging tasks are concerned with correlating data at the lower level, i.e., the system and people level as shown in Figure 2 . This requires investigating a large space of potential correlation conditions between the attributes of the different data sets. Event correlation becomes more challenging if the BP executions span over several heterogeneous systems, services, or business functions [9] . In this case, details about BP instances can be scattered across multiple, potentially heterogeneous, data sources (i.e., logs). In addition, various information of the same objects in the different systems need to be identified, correlated, and integrated. Event correlation is foundational for the subsequent process analytics and takes place typically at the process evaluation phase.
B. PROCESS MODEL DISCOVERY
In the context of unstructured enactment of BPs, discovery operations are applied to automatically generate BP models by analyzing the log, which is generated during the execution of BP instances [5] . In particular, these techniques receive the event log as input and produce a discovered business process model without using any a-priori information. The resulting model depends on the discovery algorithm as well as the quality and coverage of the log to different scenarios [5] . There is no one silver bullet discovery approach. Rather, different algorithms are run and results are discussed with stakeholders until an acceptance is reached. Process model discovery is typically run at the process evaluation phase of the process lifecycle.
C. CONFORMANCE CHECKING AND COMPLIANCE MONITORING
Conformance checking is a business process analysis technique that compares a pre-defined BP model to its event log with the objective of ensuring whether the real-world process execution conforms to the defined model [5] . In particular, conformance checking associates events in the log with activities in the BP model with the aim of identifying the discrepancies and commonalities among the modeled and executed behaviors. Therefore, conformance checking serves as a sort of auditing that is performed offline for diagnostic purposes and commonly conducted on a large number of carried out process instances, following a retrospective (after-the-fact) mechanism. Another operation that attempts to achieve the same objective, however, in an online mode (i.e. at enactment) is runtime compliance monitoring [14] . In this scenario, process events arrive in streams and are analyzed for compliance with prescribed rules. The key value here is to detect or even predict the possibility of a violation as soon as it occurs. Delays or non-detection can impose harmful penalties on the organization. In principle, these are quite vital operations as, practically, only a subset of compliance rules can be checked during design-time due to the lack of necessary contextual information (e.g., time, actors, roles, and order). Compliance monitoring assumes a structured process execution where correlated events are generated by a process execution engine.
D. BUSINESS PROCESS ENHANCEMENT
Enhancement is another technique that revises, improves, or extends an already defined BP model using the recorded events about the actual BP instances in the system logs in order to better reflect reality [5] . In principle, enhancement techniques that focus on analyzing the event logs with the aim of understanding the scope and execution flow of a BP is a challenging undertaking. In addition, it can turn to be a highly subjective process that depends on the perspective of the person looking at BP execution traces. For example, for one type of enhancement techniques, repair, focuses on modifying the business process model to better reflect reality. For instance, if 2 activities are modeled sequentially but in reality it can happen in any order, then the model may be corrected to reflect this. Another type of enhancement technique is extension which focuses on adding a new perspective to the process model by cross-correlating it with the log. In practice, enhancement techniques usually rely on processcentric abstractions and query languages that enable the querying, exploration, and visualization of integrated views for the process event relationships and execution data [15] . The suggested enhancements can be discovered offline by analyzing the event logs.
E. PREDICTIVE MONITORING
Predictive business process monitoring techniques are designed to focus on forecasting potential problems for running process instances by finding a similarity or an alignment with previously completed cases. For this purpose, predictive monitoring has an offline part that analyzes the log of completed cases to extract the knowledge about the monitoring objective. For example, learning which process instances failed to complete or completed but was overdue, etc. This knowledge is then used online to monitor running cases by finding similarities of the process instance execution path with historical cases as early as possible in order to handle potential problems proactively [16] . In this context, proactive behavior means that once violations are detected, appropriate recovery action(s) are automatically planned to mitigate their impacts. For instance, if a delay in delivery time is predicted during the execution of a freight transport BP, a faster means of transport or alternative transport routes could be scheduled proactively before the delay occurs [16] .
Usually, machine learning approaches (e.g., Bayesian networks and neural networks) are used to offline build the knowledge and the model of process behavior. To this extent, the input used in training may go beyond process logs. For instance, feedback from customers as well as process participants' feedback can be added to gain more insight. This data are usually unstructured as it can refer to natural language text that need to be processed and linked to the respective process instance before running machine learning tasks [17] .
We would like to note that the classification shown in Figure 3 shows the main areas of data-intensive BPM operations. It is not meant to be comprehensive nor complete, in the sense that we do not enumerate all operations in each area. In our context, we have been mainly focusing on some of the data-intensive process mining operations. However, there are various process mining techniques such as those which are used for predicting the remaining processing time of running BP instances [5] or others which focus on learning factors that influence decisions and the discovery of roles are integral parts of process mining. For a comprehensive overview for process mining techniques, we refer readers to [5] .
IV. BIG DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS
Big Data refers to the explosive and tremendous increase of digital data generated from various sources. This phenomenon has invited the research communities to revisit their scientific methods and techniques. Experiments, study of theorems and laws, and simulation were in a chronological way the first approaches. In 2007, Jim Gray, the Turing Award winner, separated data-intensive science from computational science. Gray believed that the fourth paradigm is not only a change in the way of scientific research, but, also a change in the way that people think [18] .
In practice, the Hadoop framework has pioneered the domain of general purpose data analytics systems. For about a decade, Hadoop has been recognized as the defacto standard of Big Data analytics and was popularly employed as an effective solution that can harness the resources and power of large computing clusters in various application domains [19] . However, recently, both the research and industrial communities identified various limitations in Hadoop [19] the performance of data processing that is iterative in nature (e.g., mining operations and graph processing) or require near real-time processing capabilities (e.g., data streams). Therefore, in the last few years, Hadoop has been slowly replaced by a collection of engines, which are dedicated to specific verticals and referred to as Big Data 2.0 processing systems [4] . Figure 4 illustrates a general classification for the Big Data processing systems.
A. GENERAL-PURPOSE SYSTEMS
Apache Spark project 1 has been introduced as a generalpurpose Big Data processing engine that takes the concepts of Hadoop to the next level by loading the data in distributed memory and relying on less expensive shuffles during the data processing. In particular, Spark adopts the Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD) abstraction that is an in-memory data structure that enables user-defined jobs to exploit the loaded data into a cluster's memory and query it repeatedly [20] . Users can also explicitly cache an RDD in-memory across machines and reuse it in multiple parallel operations. It provides various packages with higher-level libraries including support for SQL queries [21] , streaming data, machine learning [22] , statistical programming, and graph processing [23] . These libraries increase developer productivity and can be seamlessly combined to create complex workflows. In addition, Spark provides APIs for various programming languages including Scala, Java, Python, and R. In the 2014 annual Daytona Gray Sort Challenge, 2 which benchmarks the speed of data analysis systems, Spark has strongly outperformed Hadoop and was able to sort through 100 terabytes of records within 23 minutes while Hadoop took about 72 minutes, which is over three times as long to execute the same task. Currently, Spark has over 500 contributors from more than 200 organizations making it the most active project in the Apache Software Foundation and among other Big Data open source projects. Popular distributors of the Hadoop ecosystem (e.g., Cloudera, Hortonworks and MapR) are currently including Spark in their releases.
Apache Flink 3 is another distributed in-memory data processing engine, which represents a flexible alternative for Hadoop that supports both batch and realtime processing [24] . Instead of Hadoop's map and reduce abstractions, Flink uses a directed graph that leverages in-memory storage for improving the performance of the runtime execution. Flink is, also, equipped with Flink Streaming 4 API as an extension of the core Flink API for high-throughput and lowlatency data stream processing. The system can connect to and process data streams from various data sources where data streams can be transformed and modified using highlevel functions that are similar to those provided by the batch processing API. In addition, recently, the Flink open source community has developed libraries for machine learning (FlinkML) 5 and graph processing (Flink Gelly). 6 
B. BIG SQL ENGINES
In the context of large-scale processing of structured data, various studies reported on Hadoop's limitations. Indeed, it is inadequate for interactive queries that target response times of milliseconds or a few seconds [25] . In addition, many programmers could be unfamiliar with the MapReduce framework and they prefer to use SQL (in which they are more proficient) as a high level declarative language to express their task while leaving all of the execution optimization details to the backend engine. Therefore, several systems (e.g., Apache Hive [26] , Google Big Query, Cloudera Impala [27] , Facebook Presto, and Spark SQL [21] ) have been introduced to provide SQL flavor on top of the Big Data processing platforms and support interactive querying and analysis of large scale structured data.
C. BIG GRAPH PROCESSING ENGINES
Graph is a natural, neat and flexible structure to model the complex relationships, interactions, and interdependencies between objects. In particular, each graph consists of nodes (or vertices) that represent objects and edges (or links) that represent the relationships among the graph nodes. In principle, graph analytics is an important and effective Big Data discovery tool. For instance, it enables identifying influential persons in a social network, inspecting fraud operations in a complex interaction network and recognizing product affinities by analyzing community buying patterns. However, with the enormous growth in graph sizes, huge amounts of computational power would be required to analyze such massive graph datasets. In practice, the Hadoop framework has been discarded within the context of large-scale graph processing [19] . Therefore, in 2010, Google introduced the Pregel system [28] , open-sourced by Apache Giraph, 7 that uses a Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) based programming model for efficient and scalable processing of massive graphs on distributed clusters of commodity machines. Various other systems (e.g., GraphX [29] , GraphLab [30] , and Trinity [31] ) were developed to efficiently tackle the problem of largescale graph analytics. 7 https://giraph.apache.org/
D. BIG STREAM PROCESSING ENGINES
Stream computing is a new paradigm that responds to a new generation of data-intensive systems, such as ubiquity of mobile devices, location services, and sensor pervasiveness. In particular, as the world gets more instrumented and connected, there is flood of digital data that is getting generated from several hardware (e.g., sensors) or software in the format of flowing stream of data. Examples of this phenomenon are crucial for several applications and domains including financial markets, surveillance systems, manufacturing, smart cities and scalable monitoring infrastructure. In all these applications and domains, there is a crucial requirement to collect, process and analyze big streams of data in order to extract valuable information, discover new insights in realtime. Therefore, in order to tackle the challenge of large-scale processing of streaming data, Twitter released the Apache Storm system 8 that supports a distributed and fault-tolerant platform for implementing continuous and real-time processing applications of streamed data. Other systems that have been introduced in this domain include Apache S4, Apache Samza, Spark streaming and Flink streaming [24] .
V. WHERE CAN PROCESS MANAGEMENT AND BIG DATA SYSTEMS MEET UP?
In this section we elaborate on how BPM can benefit from Big Data techniques, see Figure 5 . We divide this discussion based on the different process lifecycle phases presented in Figure 1 as well as the process analytics operations discussed in Section III.
A. PROCESS (RE) DESIGN
The process (re-) design phase can benefit from process data and insights gained from other analytics to improve process models. Improvement can be applied to the process model structure, e.g., adding, removing or moving process tasks or their reordering, to simulation runs of the process based on more accurate measures for performance elements like tasks durations, or to validation experiments based on input from actual execution insights. Most of these improvements are built on analytics results from the evaluation phase. However, there are analytics techniques that are applied on process artifacts at the design phase. These analytics are related to process querying techniques [32] . One of the first works on large-scale process querying is presented Yang et al. [33] utilize the parallel processing nature provided by cloud computing and big data systems to construct socalled path indexes over process models to enhance efficient retrieval. Technologies like Apache Drill 9 seem promising to support the notion of ad-hoc process querying.
Other use cases at process design time are related to recommendation of tasks while modeling. Recommendation depends on other aspects on top of the control flow structure of similar processes [34] . This includes, semantics of the task labels, meta information, e.g., performance indicators, discussions from previous collaborations on process modeling, feedback from users, i.e. parts of the Process Footprint. All such data when combined can be classified as Big Data considering the size and its degree of (un-)structuredness. Thus, process modeling recommender systems can benefit a lot from analytics run on such sources for a betterinformed recommendation. Such analytics are typically run in a batch mode using either the MapReduce computational model or the Bulk-Synchronous-Parallel model [35] . The choice of which depends on how the data to be analyzed is represented. In the former case, data are arranged in a variant of key-value pairs. In the latter, the data are arranged in graphs where connections represent relations among the vertices. Examples of vertices could be tasks, process participants, roles, organizations etc. This use case overlaps with the business process model enhancement operation discussed in Section III.
B. ENACTMENT
The need for a distributed execution environment of business processes has been acknowledged recently [36] . This is further fueled by the growing support and integration of IoT applications by business processes. This challenges currently available execution engines scalability. There are performance benchmarking studies of open source centralized execution engines [37] , [38] . Evidently, the scale discussed here is beyond the scope of central execution engines. Cloud Process Execution Engine (CPEE) [39] is an open source process execution engine that claims to be ''cloudready'' and fully event-based. Unfortunately, neither scientific papers presenting CPEE nor its documentation elaborate on its architecture or how events are processed. Being cloudready appears to be meant to provide a set of Restful APIs to communicate with the engine. The installation guidelines do not describe any distributed settings or cluster-based deployment of CPEE. Yet, it is considered as a first step towards distributed process execution.
Big stream processing technologies like Apache Storm, Flink, Spark streams, etc., along with message queuing systems like Apache Kafka can form a basis for a distributed event-based process execution environment. Process models' control and data flow can be translated into stream processing applications on these systems, a related discussion can be found in [40] . All types of process enactment data, see Section II, can be collected and processed as they are generated with scalability as an out-of-the-box feature of the underlying processing systems. Moreover, this helps streamline the construction and maintenance of the Process Footprint, as data will be correlated at its generation time. Having the process execution engine built as an event-driven system provides seamless integration of different extensions and applications like compliance monitoring, e.g. [14] , [41] , and [42] , different prediction scenarios [36] , [43] , online conformance checking [44] , [45] or support for advanced process constructs that continuously consume events [46] , [47] . We acknowledge this topic as an open research area.
C. EVALUATION
The evaluation phase, see Figure 1 , of the business process lifecycle is probably the most benefiting phase from Big Data technology. Most of the data intensive operations discussed in Section III are typically run in this phase. In the case of unstructured process execution, event correlation to construct the Process Footprint is one major task that can benefit from big data technology. As the data should already be stored in a data lake, batch processing techniques are the candidates to implement data correlation pipelines. These can be tackled on modern systems like Spark or Flink. Sophisticated multi-level correlation pipelines are needed as data has to be partitioned across the different nodes of a computing cluster.
Business process mining techniques have been one of the main topics on the annual programme of the primary scientific conference of the Business Process Management (BPM) research community over many years. Moreover, A variety of process mining tools (e.g., ProM, Disco, Celonis, and minit) and packages are made available for BP engineers. For instance, ProM [48] is a popular business process mining framework whose development started in 2003 and now has more than 1500 plugins implementing various process mining techniques. However, the majority of these techniques use conventional computation models and do not apply novel scalable and distributed techniques [49] .
Distributed implementations of process mining techniques necessarily require partitioning the event log among the nodes of the computing cluster so that each node becomes responsible for processing a part of the event data. In principle, there are two main approaches for partitioning the event log [5] , [50] : 1) Case-based partitioning (vertical partitioning) which distributes events based on the case of which they belong so that each case is assigned to one node.
2) Activity-based partitioning (horizontal partitioning) which distributes events based on the activities to which they refer so that cases are split up into smaller traces working on subsets of activities. Therefore, each compute node participates on processing all cases. Some approaches are taking advantage of Big Data technologies for process mining that do not explicitly consider or require log partitioning described above. These approaches include: Reguieg et al. [51] who introduced a MapReduce-based algorithm for discovering event correlations from big event logs, Evermann [52] who presented a MapReduce-based implementations of two popular process mining algorithms, Hernández et al. [53] who proposed an integration framework between ProM and Hadoop, Meddah et al. [54] , who provided a MapReduce-based pattern mining from large event logs. The common factor among these approaches is that they are Hadoop-based. In practice, with the recent advancements on Big Data processing systems, Hadoop is not the only representative state-of-the-art Big Data system, nowadays. In addition, different limitations in the architecture of the Hadoop framework might make it an inadequate choice for the iterative, real time or performance requirements of the various BPM data intensive operations. In particular, several other Big Data processing engines have been introduced to advance this domain and can be effectively exploited in various means. For instance, in the MapReduce-based implementation of mining algorithms in [52] , the map step may produce several identical tuples, representing the ordering relation between pairs of activities, that would not affect the mined model but will result in extra communication and materialization overheads between mapper and reducer nodes. If, however, the algorithm would have been implemented in a modern Big Data processing system, e.g. Spark, the approach would have benefited from stateful map operators and only unique tuples are produced.
Recently, approaches that make use of state-of-the-art batch processing systems, e.g. Spark, have been presented. Cheng et al. [55] presented an efficient approach for event correlation. The source of efficiency is two-fold. Firstly, the use of Spark guarantees better runtime performance over Hadoop. Secondly, the algorithm follows a notion of filterand-verification where non-interesting correlations are identified early enough and abandoned. The key point is that the algorithm design is aware of the cost of transferring data over the network and thus minimizes it. Another recent approach that considers explicit log partitioning is presented in [56] . The approach addresses online conformance checking of events as they occur. The approach depends on Apache Spark, thus is able to support both stream and batch conformance checking.
In conclusion, with the wide spectra on both sides of data intensive operations of BPM and the Big Data processing systems, it has become quite crucial to make the right decisions on exploiting the adequate Big Data system for effectively tackling and providing a scalable implementation of a specific process data-intensive operations. However, general guidelines in this context can be recommended as follows: • Due to the natural graph-based structure of business process models, large scale graph processing systems (e.g., Giraph, GraphLab and GraphX) represent important solutions that can be effectively exploited for implementing scalable graph mining and graph analytics techniques [57] - [59] for discovering BP models from the event logs. These systems can be also effectively utilized to analyze large graphs of organizational social networks [5] that connect the resources of the organization with the organizational entities (e.g., departments, groups, roles). Utilizing the known fact that event logs contains references to the human resource that have performed a certain activity within a case, the interconnectivity among those resources/activities can be represented as graphs where vertices are the resources and activities and edges connecting a resource vertex to an activity vertex represent the performed by relationship whereas edges from a resource to another resource might represent the co-working relationship between resources. Such edges can have attributes reflecting the frequency of such co-working relationship. Several interesting analytics use cases over such graph have emerged. For instance, finding (sub) teams among performers of parts of the process can help to further refine performance analysis conducted on the logs and might also help to reveal why some of the individual resource perform differently even when doing the same activity.
• Conformance checking techniques mainly focus on querying the event logs, which are usually structured in nature, with the aim of detecting any existing deviations during the process instance execution. Therefore, in this context, exploiting processing engines for large scale structured data (e.g., Hive, Impala, and Spark SQL) represent an adequate approach for effectively tackling this challenge.
• While the process model discovery, event correlation and enhancement techniques are offline and can be performed by batch processing engines (e.g, Hadoop and Spark), other techniques such as runtime compliance monitoring and proactive business process monitoring are online and realtime(cf. [60] , [61] ). Therefore, for these techniques, large scale stream processing engines (e.g., Flink, Storm) would provide the adequate support for implementing scalable and efficient solutions that can tackle these problems. In particular, these systems would provide the ability of online processing for the generated stream of events during the business process execution.
• Most of the process-analytics approaches are concerned with a subset of process data that are structured by nature, i.e. event logs. The notion of Process Footprint as described in Section II is still beyond the scope of current analytics approaches. Yet, available Big Data processing systems provide the technical capabilities to help design algorithms that collect such footprint data from their heterogeneous sources and further process them for more insights.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, we highlighted several business process data intensive operations along the process lifecycle. Moreover, we discussed Big Data systems-based solutions to a subset of those analytics operations. We acknowledge that very recently, Big Data systems-based solutions have started to appear. We discussed further improvements for such approaches. Many of the outlined use cases qualify as Big Data problems with no scalable solutions, yet. We have coined up the notion of Process Footprint and discussed how big data systems can help collect that footprint and serve as an infrastructure to analyze the collected data with the possibility of being able to derive insights beyond the capability of existing state-of-the-art process analytics techniques. This opens new challenges for process analytics and forms an important research direction. Finally, we sketched a roadmap and provided some recommendations for improving the state-of-the-art on harnessing the power of Big Data technologies in the business process analytics domain. We hope that this will inspire the reader to bring business process analytics to the next level. 
